
Panini Introduces New Check Scanner for Remote Deposit Capture 

 

Offers More Options to Small and Medium Businesses 

The newly released Vision 1 is Panini's latest solution for single feed check capture, delivering the ergonomics, ease 

of use and reliability of the Vision X range. The Vision 1 will make its debut and be available for demonstrations at 

CIAB FEBRABAN in Brazil. This new scanner for checks and bills is a single drop feed, high value version of Vision X 

for highly professional and user-friendly small-medium business Remote Deposit Capture or low volume Teller 

Image Capture applications. 

The Panini Vision 1 builds on decades of Panini experience as a global leader in distributed capture and leverages 

the proven performance and capabilities of the world’s most trusted platform in check capture, the Panini Vision X. 

With close to a million installations worldwide, it is universally considered the industry benchmark for distributed 

capture. Vision 1 brings the many advantages and benefits of Vision X to a small volume capture scenario, 

including its ergonomic drop feed mechanism and superior document handling. 

“We are excited to introduce Panini Vision 1 to the market,” said Michael Pratt, Chief Executive Officer at Panini. 

“The Panini Vision 1 is a direct testament to our ongoing effort to deliver solutions that exceed our customers and 

partners expectations.” 

The Vision 1 is able to read MICR with top accuracy, capture superior quality duplex images – including TrueColor 

and FastColor – and physically mark items on the rear side via its one-line ink jet printer –effectively positioning it 

for all circumstances where legislation, compliance requirements, or the Financial Institution’s preference imposes 

the use of rear physical item endorsement – while simplified mechanics and no feeder consumables enable even 

simpler maintenance and increased cost savings. 

Unlike the Vision X 1F, Vision 1 is not scalable to batch feed. If you would like to learn more, please contact us. 


